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Drawing on interviews and ethnographic fieldwork conducted during summer 2018, this paper analyzes family and gender dynamics for Syrian migrants in Istanbul. It explores how families are separated by legal regimes and struggle to maintain relationships with parents and children in far-flung geographies. Another pressure on families is changing roles due to factors such as the linguistic competence of children, work opportunities for young men and lack of employment options for older men. As in other migration contexts, generational role reversals are putting pressures on customary notions of parenthood. These familial pressures are impacting gender roles as well, and the paper focuses particularly on affects on middle aged women and young men. Challenging simplistic portraits of migration as empowering or disempowering for women or men, the paper shows that gender roles must be viewed intersectionally as strongly impacted by the social class and life stage of migrants. Finally, I argue that an important area for further study is the role of hospitality in conceptualizing gender and social identities as well as integration for Syrian women.
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